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The Prosecution of Homicide in Athens 

Michael Gagarin 

BEFORE the publication of D. M. MacDowell's Athenian Homicide 
Law in the Age of the Orators 1 there had been general agreement 
among scholars for about a century concerning the prosecution 

of homicide cases in Athens: the regular procedure of StKYJ 4>6vov was 
available only to relatives of a homicide victim (or to the master of a 
slave) ; no ypa4>~ 4>6vov existed; and under special circumstances the 
relatives might use a special procedure, apagoge, to prosecute a 
homicide.2 Against this consensus MacDowell argued first (12-22) 
that StKat 4>6vov could be brought by others than the relatives (or 
master) of the victim, and secondly (133-35) that a ypa4>~ 4>6vov in 
connection with an apagoge could be brought by anyone (in theory at 
least). These conclusions have been challenged by others,3 but no 
clear consensus has emerged. 

The reasons for this disagreement are first that the evidence is 
incomplete and difficult to evaluate (a common situation in the 
study of Athenian law), and secondly that scholars tend to overlook 
certain features of Athenian laws and mistakenly assume that they 
displayed a clarity, consistency and degree of completeness resem
bling that of our own laws. Thus scholars often ask questions about 
Athenian laws that the Athenians themselves would probably not 
have been able to answer. It is especially with this consideration in 

1 Manchester 1963 [hereafter, MACDOWELL]. Other works cited by the author's name 
only: H.J. EVJEN, "(Dem.) 47.68-73 and the OIK"7 cP0VQV," RIDA SER. III 18 (1971) 255-
65; E. Grace, "Status Distinctions in Athenian Homicide Law," Eirene II (1973) 5-30 
[hereafter, GRACE 1973]; E. Grace, "Note on Dem. XLVII 72," Eirene 13 (1975) 5-18 
[hereafter, GRACE 1975]; G. GLOTZ, La solidarite de lafamille dans le droit criminel en Grece 
(Paris 1904); M. H. HANSEN, APagoge, Endeixis and Ephegesis against Kakourgoi, Atimoi and 
Pheugontes (Odense 1976); S. PANAGIOTOU, "Plato's Euthyphro and the Attic Code on 
Homicide," Hermes 102 (1974) 419-37. In his most recent work, The Law in Classical Athens 
(London 1978), MacDowell adds little to the views on homicide procedure already ex
pressed in his earlier book. 

2 See e.g. J. H. Lipsius, Das attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren II (Leipzig 1908) 243; Glotz 
372-76,425-34; R.J. Bonner/G. Smith, The Administration of Justicefrom Homer to Aristotle 

II (Chicago 1938) 198-99. 
3 Evjen, Grace 1975, and Hansen 99-112. 
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mind that I am reexamining the evidence for the prosecution of 
homicide in Athens. In so doing I shall try always to state my con
clusions in terms that the laws themselves would allow. My hope is 
that in addition to providing satisfactory answers to the important 
questions concerning homicide prosecution, I may Increase our 
understanding of the nature of Athenian laws. 

I. The 8lKTJ cpovov 

It is agreed that the normal procedure for prosecuting a homicide 
case was a StKTJ c/>6vov, a procedure which goes back at least to Dra
kon's homicide law (ca 620 B.C.). If, as is generally assumed, Solon 
introduced the procedure of graphe, 4 then in Drakon's time all ordi
nary prosecutions were dikai, and StKTJ c/>6vov meant simply 'a homicide 
case'.5 The procedure to be followed in prosecuting a StKTJ c/>6vov is 
designated in the preserved law (IG P 115, lines 20-23) : 6 7TPOE£7TEtV 
~ ,~ , "~ I , , .1. I , , .1. ~ ~ I ~ , 
OE TCfJ KTELVaVn EV ayopC! fLEXP aVE'f'wTTJTOC Ka~ aVE'f'wv, CVVOLWKELV OE 

, .1.' " .1. ~ -~ , Q' , () , ',/..' KavE'f'wvc Ka~ aVE'f'~wv 7Tawac Ka~ yafL,...poVC Ka~ 7TEV EpOVC Ka~ 'f'paTopac. 

"A proclamation is to be made against the killer in the agora [by 
relatives] up to the degree of first cousin once removed and first 
cousin. The prosecution is to be shared by cousins and cousins' sons 
and sons-in-law and fathers-in-law and phratry members." It may 
seem odd to us, but apparently the law contained no explicit state
ment of who was supposed to prosecute the case.7 Since the proclama
tion against the killer was the first step in a homicide prosecution, 
however, we must apparently infer from these two provisions that the 
closer relatives, i.e. the father, brothers and sons, are to be the pri
mary prosecutors in a homicide case. 

4 We are told (Ath.Pol. 9.1) that Solon first allowed anyone who wished to prosecute in 
certain cases, and this is one characteristic of the graphe. 

5 The term 8lK"1 ~6vov does not appear in the preserved portion of Drakon's law (IG 12 
115), but the law in Dem. 23.51, which may be part of Drakon's original law, speaks of 
8lKat ~6vov or 'homicide trials'. 

6 The inscription is supplemented from Dem. 43.57. It is possible that the provision in 
the inscription applies only to unintentional homicide, but if this is so (and I do not think 
it is), then there must have been a similar provision concerning the prosecution of an 
intentional homicide. 

7 There is no room on the inscription for a statement of who should prosecute either 
before this provision or (apparently) after it until at least line 31, and it seems hardly 
possible that those who are to prosecute would be named much later in the law than those 
who are to assist in the prosecution. 
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This inference is supported by all known homicide cases (see 
below) and is accepted by modern scholars, but it leaves several 
questions unanswered: Why is the implicit rule that close relatives 
are to prosecute not explicitly stated in the law? Does the rule 
impose a legal obligation on the relatives? And finally, does the rule 
allow or prohibit the possibility that others might prosecute? In 
answer to the first question, we must assume that the expectation that 
one of these close relatives would prosecute was so firmly embedded 
in tradition that Drakon did not have to state it explicitly. This 
assumption is plausible, but it indicates a notably looser attitude 
toward the law than exists today, when we try to make every 
implication of a law explicit. For a society in transition from un
written, customary law to written laws, however, an implicit rule 
which conformed to traditional practice must have been accepted 
without question as part of the law. We can thus assume that for 
practical purposes the Athenians understood their law to contain a 
provision that the close relatives of a homicide should prosecute and 
that they were not bothered by the lack of an explicit statement of 
this rule in the written text of the law. 

Secondly, what degree of obligation is conveyed by jussive infini
tives such as 7TPOH7T€t.V and by the implicit rule that the close relatives 
are to prosecute? This cannot indicate a legal obligation in the strict 
sense, since there is no provision for any sanction if the obligation ilS 
not met,8 and we have evidence that even in the fourth century a 
relative could legally accept a monetary settlement and decline to 
prosecute. Such behavior is denounced by the speaker in Dem. 
58.28-29, but (pace MacDowell) he never calls it illegal. On the other 
hand, this and other passages in the orators imply (as does the law 
itself) that the relatives certainly felt some obligation to prosecute 
after the death of a kinsman. We may refer to this situation as a 'legal 
expectation': the law implies that the relatives would be expected to 
prosecute, but they would suffer no legal penalty if they did not. 9 

B A sanction could perhaps have been included later in the law, but Greek laws regu
larly provide sanctions for violating a rule shortly after the rule is stated. Such a sanction 
would, moreover, be very difficult to enforce in cases (e.g. Ant. 1) where the homicide was 
not committed openly. 

9 Cj. Hansen III n.20. Note that in Ant. 1 the speaker criticizes his half-brothers for 
not having prosecuted their mother after their father's death, but he mentions no legal 
obligation to do so; indeed a rather long period of time has evidently passed, during which 
they apparently suffered nothing for not having prosecuted. 
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In other words, I understand the implied order that close relatives 
'are to prosecute' to mean more than 'are allowed to prosecute' but 
less than 'are required to prosecute', though the sense 'are expected 
to prosecute' lies closer to the latter than the former. 

This interpretation of the positive rule that relatives 'are to pros
ecute' can guide our answer to the third question concerning non
relatives. The implication of the rule that the relatives 'are to 
prosecute' is surely that others 'are not to prosecute' .10 If our under
standing of the positive rule is correct, then the implied negative rule 
may have the same sense: i.e. 'non-relatives are not to prosecute' 
means 'non-relatives are expected not to prosecute'. This rule would 
not absolutely prohibit non-relatives from prosecuting-only an 
explicit statement to that effect would do so-but it implies that non
relatives would not normally prosecute. 

The question then arises (and for many this is the crucial question), 
what would happen if the victim has no relatives? Drakon's law 
apparently gave no explicit answer to this question (see further 
below on Dem. 47). It is hard to believe that Drakon did not 
envision the possibility, but he apparently did not think it important 
to provide explicitly for this case. The pursuit of a killer was tradition
ally the task of the victim's relatives, and Drakon may therefore have 
thought it unlikely that anyone other than a relative would wish to 
prosecute.ll His law thus contains the legal expectation that the 
relatives and only the relatives will prosecute a homicide and makes 
no mention of the possibility that the victim may have no relatives. 

The conclusions we have drawn from the explicit provisions of 
Drakon's law would, I am certain, have been acknowledged by 
Drakon or any other Athenian at the time. Since they are not ex
plicitly stated, however, they might be subject to changing interpreta
tions. Moreover, someone looking for a loophole in the law might 
later attempt to deny or avoid them. Thus MacDowell's contention 
(17-18) that "the law simply does not say" whether persons other 

10 The absence of an explicit statement that "no one else is to prosecute" in no way 
weakens this implication; see Evjen 259. 

11 The case of pardon for a killer is quite different. It is possible that a killer in exile 
might wish to return, perhaps many years later, even if (or perhaps especially if) none of 
the victim's relatives still survived, and Drakon provided for this contingency in lines 
16-19 of the law. On the other hand, if his main concern was to prevent interfamilial strife 
after a homicide, the case of a homicide victim without relatives would appear relatively 
unimportant to him. 
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than relatives of the victim could prosecute is, as far as we know, 
technically correct, and it is thus possible that an Athenian of the 
fifth or fourth centuries might bring a homicide prosecution on 
behalf of a non-relative based on such a contention. Whether the 
archon basileus (see irifra n.18) or a jury would have accepted such a 
prosecution is uncertain; indeed even an Athenian at the time might 
have been unable to predict whether such a claim would be ac
cepted.12 The existence of this possibility, however, does not invali
date our conclusion that there was a legal expectation that only the 
victim's relatives would prosecute in a homicide case. 

This expectation is confirmed by the few homicide cases for which 
we have evidence. In Ant. I the victim's son is prosecuting and in 
Ant. 6 his brother. In the hypothetical cases in Antiphon's Tetralogies 
a father prosecutes on behalf of his son in one case (Ant. 3) and in the 
other two it appears that relatives are prosecuting (if. 2.1.3,4.1.4). 
Even two cases of prosecution for homicide by apagoge (see below) are 
brought by the relatives: the victim's brother in Lys. 13 (if. 13.41) 
and unspecified relatives in Ant. 5 (5.59) .13 These cases support the 
conclusion that the close relatives of a homicide victim would 
normally undertake the prosecution. Moreover, the fact that in Ant. 
6 the prosecution is (according to the defense) instigated by others 
but brought by the victim's brother and the reference in Dem. 21.104 
to a similar situation confirm the general rule that only relatives 
prosecute, since there would otherwise be no reason for the non
relatives not to prosecute these cases themselves. 

Finally, there is the case in Plato's Euthyphro.14 Euthyphro intends 
to prosecute his father for the death of a day-Iaborer 15 who was 
working for the family. This prosecution would apparently be an 
exception to the rule, and this is precisely how it is presented in the 
dialogue. Euthyphro's 'piety' is obviously extreme; his statement that 
"it is amusing that you [Socrates] think it matters whether the 
victim is an outsider or a member of my oikos" (ein- &'\'\6TPWC eiTe 

12 We must remember that in Athenian courts precedent had little of the force it has 
in the Anglo-American legal system. 

13 Cj. Grace 1973,17 n.7a; Hansen 124 n.7. 
14 Whether or not this was an actual case, I am assuming that Plato's portrayal of the 

situation was intended to make it appear plausible to the reader. 
15 It is generally assumed that the pelates was a free man (if. Burnet's note on 4c3); if 

he was a slave, or if Euthyphro thought he was a slave, Euthyphro as his master would be 
allowed to prosecute on his behalf. 
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OlKEtOC 0 TE8vEWC, 4B7-8) 16 would surely appear idiosyncratic-the 
criticism of a fanatic who finds secular law inadequate. And Socrates' 
initial assumption (4B4--6) that Euthyphro must be prosecuting on 
behalf of a near relative surely represents the common view.17 

Whether or not Euthyphro's case would be aq:epted by the archon 
basileus is uncertain 18 and probably irrelevant to the purpose of the 
dialogue. In any case the scene is consistent with the expectation that 
only relatives would prosecute a homicide case. 

One further implication of Drakon's law is that all the provisions 
probably envisioned only the killing of a citizen.19 This does not 
mean that the provisions could not at a later date be taken to apply 
to the killing of non-citizens, but such an application might be 
questionable unless there was explicit mention of it elsewhere in the 
law. We must thus ask who would prosecute for the killing ofa non
citizen (i.e. slave, metic or foreign) victim po Before we turn to the 
notorious case of the old woman's death related in Dem. 47, let us 
briefly assess the other evidence. Aristotle tells us (Ath.Pol. 57.3) that 
killers of slaves, me tics and foreigners were tried at the Palladion, but 
we have no clear evidence concerning who was allowed to prosecute 
except in the case of slaves: we are told in Ant. 5.48 that a master 
could, if he wished, prosecute for the killing of his slave (;gECT£ ... TcfJ 
SEC7TC)-rn, av SOKfj, E7TEgE>..8EtV tJ7TEP TOV So v"\o v ).21 Could anyone else 
prosecute? Presumably a slave's relatives would also be slaves and 
would thus not be able to prosecute, and there is no indication that 
anyone else would be allowed to prosecute on behalf of a slave. 

16 I take OiKf'(ioc to designate close family members; if. And. 4.15. 
17 Although Socrates' statement that Euthyphro 'would not' be prosecuting for the 

death of an outsider (ov yap av 1TOV lJ1Tlp yE &).).OTp[OV ~1TEffic8a .povov aVTciJ) does not 
necessarily mean that he 'could not' prosecute (if. Panagiotou 436), we cannot draw any 
inference from this concerning the law, since Socrates could make the weaker statement 
even if the law supported a stronger statement. 

18 The role of the archon basileus in allowing homicide prosecutions is unclear. He could 
certainly reject a prosecution for a specific, technical reason (if. Ant. 6.41--43), but we do 
not know whether he could stop a suit if he decided the prosecutor was not legally em
powered to bring it. 

19 See Grace 1973, 7 and passim. 
20 See Grace 1973, 16-21. Though slaves existed as early as Drakon's time, me tics and 

foreigners were probably not granted legal status until the time of Cleisthenes; see D. 
Whitehead, The Ideology of the Athenian Metic (Cambridge 1977) 146--47. 

21 Cf. Isoc. 18.52. Note also that the obligation to prosecute, which is regularly men
tioned with regard to the death of a citizen, is considerably weaker in the case of a slave's 
death. 
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With regard to metics and foreigners evidence is lacking. One 
possibility is that no special mention was made of these in the law and 
that the normal rule that relatives were expected to prosecute applied 
to these cases too. It is certainly likely that relatives of metic victims, 
if resident in Athens and of metic status themselves, could bring a 
homicide suit,22 but the ability of the relatives of a foreign victim to 
prosecute may have depended on whether their city had an official 
treaty with Athens.23 In some cases a citizen may have prosecuted 
on behalf of relatives, a procedure perhaps alluded to in Dem. 
59.9-lO: the speaker maintains that Stephanus concocted a false 
case against Apollodorus for having killed a woman in the deme 
Aphidna; Stephanus suborned certain slaves, who pretended to be 
Cyreneans, and then he prosecuted the case against Apollodorus, 
making the initial proclamation, swearing the oath and presenting 
the case at the Palladion. It is not certain why the slaves claimed to 
by Cyreneans, but one explanation is that the alleged victim was a 
Cyrenean (whether foreign or metic in Athens), that the slaves 
pretended to be her relatives and that Stephanus undertook the 
prosecution (allegedly) in their behalf.24 

Granting the possibility of prosecution, either directly or through 
the agency of a citizen, by relatives of the me tic or foreign victim, the 
question remains whether someone could prosecute in the absence of 
any relatives. On this matter we have only the elusive evidence of 
Dem. 47.25 The speaker in this case, a former trierarch, is the plain
tiffin a suit against two friends of Theophemus, his long-time enemy. 
He relates a story that Theophemus and his friends once entered his 
home to seize some property and in the process they struck an old 
woman, who later died. The woman had been a slave of the trier
arch's father, had been freed, had married and finally had returned 
to live in his house after the death of her husband (47.52-67). After 
the woman's death the trierarch went to the exegetes to inquire what 
he should do and after hearing their advice decided not to prosecute 
anyone for the homicide (47.68-73). It is in the course of explaining 

22 See P. Gauthier, Symbola (Nancy 1972) 141. 
23 Ibid. esp. 149-56. 
24 Cj. Grace 1973, 17 n.7a. MacDowell (54) and others assume the woman was a slave 

of Stephan us, but this would not explain why the other slaves pretended to be Cyreneans. 
25 This evidence has been discussed in detail by (among others) MacDowell (esp. 13-20), 

Evjen, Grace 1975 and Panagiotou 431-34. 
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their advice and his decision that the trier arch provides some evidence 
for the law concerning prosecution in homicide cases. 

Before looking closely at this evidence, however, we must em
phasize the full context of the narrative and the nature of the 
trierarch's intentions. Of course he wishes to portray Theophemus 
and his friends in as bad a light as possible; he also wishes to make 
himself appear thoroughly innocent, honest and law-abiding. The 
mere fact that he feels it necessary to justify his failure to prosecute 
suggests that this action could be questioned; it suggests, in other 
words, that at least some members of the jury would have expected 
him to prosecute after the old woman's death. He maintains, how
ever, first that he acted within the law and second that within these 
(perhaps broad and ill-defined) limits he acted sensibly. 

Thus the trierarch does not explain the law in full, as an impartial 
observer might, but only in so far as he can find support for his 
position, namely that he acted both lawfully and sensibly in not 
prosecuting. This consideration may account for his remarkable 
omission of a crucial detail, the metic status of the old woman.26 He 
defines his relationship to the woman in purely negative terms: she 
was neither his relative nor his slave. That she was a me tic and that 
he was her prostates is left unspoken. True, the jurors may all have 
known that a freed slave had metic status, but the absence of any 
mention of this fact in contrast to the trierarch's emphatic denials 
that the woman was his relative or slave is nonetheless striking. One 
plausible inference from his silence is that the law did not explicitly 
mention me tic victims; otherwise the trierarch could not have so 
completely ignored this factor. 

The trierarch relates that after the woman's death he consulted the 
exegetes and that they agreed both to expound the law and to advise 
him what action would be to his advantage ('TIl; ILEV vOIL'ILa Et7]'Y7]CO
IL€(Ja, 'TIl; oE cVILcpopa 1TapaWECOIL€V, 47.69). The fact that advice is 
necessary as well as clarification implies that the law is either silent 
or ambiguous with regard to this particular situation. The exegetes' 
statement of the law is brief: he is to make a proclamation at the 
woman's tomb, asking if there is anyone who is a relative of the 

28 It is generally agreed (see, e.g., Whitehead, op.cit. [supra n.20] 16-17) that freed slaves 
had metic status, and most commentators on this passage (e.g. Grace 1975,6-7) accept as 
probable that the woman was a me tic and the trierarch her prostates; if. Harpocration s.vv. 
P.£TOLKOV, ci1rpocTaciov. Only Grace (7) considers the omission of this fact significant. 
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woman,27 and then is to watch the tomb for three days. This seems 
to imply that if a relative shows up in this time, he will take charge of 
whatever prosecution may be brought. This proclamation is the only 
legal requirement, according to the exegetes, and the rest of their 
statement is advice. 

Their first advice is that the trierarch should not name any specific 
killer in the proclamation, since only his wife and children witnessed 
the event. Moreover, he should not bring suit (for homicide) before 
the archon basile us (47.69). This may imply that the exegetes' opinion 
would have been different if the trierarch himself had witnessed the 
attack, but we cannot be certain that this consideration alone would 
have altered their advice not to prosecute. They then give a further 
reason why he should not prosecute: "for in the law it is not for you 
[to prosecute], since the woman is not your relative nor your slave, 
according to your report, and the laws bid prosecution to be for 
these [i.e. for one's relative or slave]" (ov8€ yap EV T<t> VOfLCfJ ECT,28 cot. 

, I, " r " {] ,~\ (] I 'c. l' \ \ I • ov yap €C'TLV €V Y€VEt COL 'YJ av PW7TOC, OVO€ €pa7TaLVa, €S WV CV l\€yEtc. OL 

8E VOfLOL TOVTWV KEA€VOVCLV T~V 8tW~LV €lVaL, 47.70). The trierarch 
repeats this reason in his own later summary of the action he took: 
"With regard to things which were of no further legal concern to me 29 

27 The noun 1TpOC't]KWV in €L TLC 1TpOC~KWV ECT/V Tfic aVepOJ1TOV (47.69) is taken by many 
(e.g. Evjen 262-63; also Gemet and Murray in their Bude and Loeb translations) to be 
the subject of the jussive infinitives in the exegetes' statement: i.e., "if there is a relative, 
let him proclaim ... " That this interpretation is wrong is suggested by the position of the 
clause in the sentence and is confirmed by the exegetes' further advice to the trierarch 
that he should not name any specific person in the proclamation (CVP.fJOUA€VOf.l.£V COL •• 

ovop.acTl P.€V p.TjS€vl1Tpoayop€vEtv). (It goes against the natural sense of the passage to under
stand this as a different proclamation from the one mentioned just a few lines earlier.) 
Pierart (Antel 42 [1973] 432) objects that 1Tpoayop€VHV is regularly construed with an 
infinitive and that since the proclamation was normally a declaration of intent to pros
ecute, the exegetes would not advise the trierarch to make a proclamation if he was not 
allowed to prosecute. But since the proclamation in this case would mention no killer by 
name, it would not be a declaration of intent to prosecute but rather the fulfillment of a 
religious requirement. And the indirect question following 1Tpoayop€vtiLV is clearly elliptical; 
we must understand an infinitive with it (e.g., "if there are any relatives, [they should 
come forth],,). 

28 ECTt should be accented as an enclitic, and in any case (pace Evjen 258 n.ll) the 
accentuation has no bearing on the sense; see C. Kahn, The Verb 'Be' in Ancient Greek 
(Dordrecht 1973) 420-24. 

29 There is some ambiguity, probably intentional, in OVK€TL, which suggests both 'no 
longer' (i.e., the woman was no longer my slave) and 'no further' (i.e., I had already 
fulfilled my legal obligation); see Grace 1975, 10 n.(e). There is also an untranslatable 
play on 1TpOC~KWV as both 'fitting' and 'related' (see ibid. 11-12). 
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1 did nothing, for the law bids the relatives to prosecute to the degree 
of cousins' sons (and in the oath what is a relative is defined), and if 
[the victim] is a slave, prosecution 30 is up to these [the masters?]" 
( 

C' \:'" ...., " ,... ( ,.,. " \ ( 
a 0 EK TWV VOJ.LWV OVKETL J.LOt 7TpOC'lKEV, "f}CVXLav ELXOV. KEI\EVEL yap 0 

, \ I 'c ' I 'fIr ~ .... ( " .... ff VOJ.LOC TOVC 7TpOC1JKOVTaC E7TES LEVat J.LEXpt aVE'f'taoWV Kat EV TCfJ OpKCfJ 

~ 'r ~I " ') '\, " 'f' , " ',I. UwpL<:,ETaL 0 Tt 7TpOC"f}KWV ECTLV , Kav OLKET"f}C TI, TOVTWV Tac E7TtCK"f}'f'ELC 

ElvaL,47.7l-72). 

The parallelism between the exegetes' (reported) words and the 
trierarch's own statement has recently been stressed by Panagiotou 
(431-35),31 who notes the contrast between the strong and specific 
positive statement of who is required by the law to prosecute and the 
rather vague negative claims that the law does not apply to him ("in 
the law it is not for you"; "things which were of no legal concern to 
me"). Panagiotou concludes that the law did not explicitly prohibit 
prosecution by non-relatives but only affirmed that the relatives 
should prosecute, and this conclusion is quite logical. But as 1 have 
already said, the absence of an explicit prohibition does not necessarily 
mean that "the right of prosecution for homicide was not restricted 
to any particular group of people," as Panagiotou concludes (434). 
The clear implication of the law that the relatives are to prosecute is 
that others are not to (i.e. are expected not to) prosecute, and this 
expectation might be felt to be legally binding even though it would 
not have the unassailable rigor of an explicit statement.32 

We must now consider the rest of the exegetes' advice: "Thus, if 
you and your wife and children take oaths at the Palladion and call 
down curses upon yourselves and your house, you will seem to many 
to be rather mean (xElpwv),33 and ifhe is acquitted, you will seem to 
have sworn falsely, whereas if you convict him, you will be resented 
(c/>eOV~CEt)" (47.70). The trierarch returns to this same point after 
his own reassertion that the woman was neither his relative nor his 
slave: "I would not have dared to lie to you [the jurors] and to swear 
an oath, myself and my wife and children, not even if 1 knew 1 would 
convict them, for 1 do not hate them as much as 1 love myself" 
(47.73). These references to the oath the trierarch and his family 

30 For a good refutation of MacDowell's interpretation of J7TLCK~"Jf'LC see Grace 1975, 
15-17. 

31 See also Grace 1975, 8-9. 
32 Panagiotou's reference (434) to a restrictive law in Dem. 43.81 (=43.62) has no 

force: there the purpose of the provision is to restrict, whereas here the main purpose is 
to indicate a legal duty, and the restrictive implication of the law is secondary. 

33 One who does not win his case expects to be thought X£lpwv in Lys. 32.3. 
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would have to swear if he brought a homicide suit together with the 
remark (cited above) that "in the oath what is a relative is defined" 
(47.72) have been taken to support two different positions. Some (e.g. 
MacDowell 94-96) argue that the trierarch did not have to swear 
to be the relative or master of the woman in order to prosecute and 
that he simply refers to the possibility of lying in his testimony. 
Others (e.g. Evjen 263-65) maintain that he would have to swear to 
be the woman's relative or master in order to prosecute and he does 
not wish to swear falsely. 

Two considerations seem to me to support the first view: first, it is 
certain from 47.70 and probable from 47.73 that the oath would be 
sworn by the trierarch's wife and children as well as by himself, and 
as witnesses they could only have sworn that the accused committed 
the homicide and not that the trierarch was able to prosecute. This 
makes it likely that the trierarch's oath also would have affirmed the 
truth of his accusation rather than his right to prosecute. Secondly, 
the ambiguity of the trierarch's remarks in itself supports the first 
view. He is trying to show that his decision not to prosecute was quite 
proper. If the matter were as straightforward as the second interpret
ation holds-namely that in order to prosecute he would have been 
compelled to swear a false oath concerning his relationship to the 
woman-he would surely have made this clearer. The ambiguity of 
his words (especially his final remark about loving himself more than 
he hates his enemies) suggests rather that he is intentionally obscuring 
the situation. The exegetes must have told him that he was under no 
legal obligation to prosecute and that his case against Theophemus 
was weak. The trierarch's remark that he would not have dared lie 
to the jury is simply a vague bit of self-serving rhetoric and refers to 
no specific lie he would have had to tell in order to bring a homicide 
suit, though he may think he would have had to lie in order to gain a 
conviction. 

The oath referred to in 47.72 in which "what is a relative is 
defined" may be the preliminary oath at the homicide trial or some 
other oath. In the first case I presume the trierarch would have had 
to include in his oath a true statement of his relationship to the 
woman. But it is possible that the definition of a relative was in
corporated into the oath before the creation of the metic status 
(probably ca 500 B.C.),34 in which case the definition would not be 
relevant to the trierarch's situation. Thus the oath defining the 

34 See supra n.20. 
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necessary relationship may not have had the same legal force in this 
case as in the case of the killing of a citizen. 

If we now consider the evidence from Dem. 47 together with our 
earlier conclusions based on the other evidence, we find a consistent 
picture emerging. First, the law,35 according to the trierarch, states 
that relatives are to prosecute to the degree of cousins' sons. This is, 
as we have seen, the rule implicit in IG J2 115 (cited above), 36 
though it is possible that the trierarch is referring to a provision added 
later specifying explicitly those who are to prosecute. Moreover, 
either this same provision or a later one stated explicitly that a 
master could prosecute on behalf of a slave, if he wished. 37 It is quite 
unlikely that the law explicitly stated that the prostates is to prosecute 
for the death of a me tic, since in that case the defendants in Dem. 47 
could easily introduce this fact in their reply and denounce the trier
arch's omission of it. We can thus conclude that the homicide law 
probably did not explicitly mention prosecution on behalf of metics 
or foreigners. 38 

Secondly, we must conclude that there was no explicit statement 
in the law that no one other than the relatives of the victim or the 
master of a slave could prosecute; if there were, the trierarch could 
hardly have failed to cite such a statement. The law simply stated the 
positive injunction to prosecute, leaving the negative prohibition 
implicit. The absence of an explicit prohibition, however, meant that 
in certain cases someone other than a relative (or master) might 
argue that he should be allowed to prosecute, and it is possible that 
his suit would be allowed. Perhaps in such cases a prosecutor had to 
demonstrate a special concern for the victim; perhaps certain 
relationships, such as that of prostates to metic, were acknowledged 
de facto to be close enough to allow a non-relative to bring a suit. 
In such cases, however, there would presumably be no obligation to 
prosecute. Thus ifhe had wished (and if his case had been st.ronger), 
the trierarch could probably have brought suit on behalf of the old 

35 It is quite possible that "Drakon's law on homicide on the stele" referred to by the 
trierarch (47.71) is the same inscription we now possess (IG J2 115). 

36 p.'Xpt av£.pta8wv (Dem. 47.72) is probably equivalent to p.'XP' av£.pt6TTrroc Ka1 av£.ptov 
in IG J2 115, line 21. 

37 There is apparently no room for such a provision on IG J2 115 until after the restor
able portion of the text ends in line 39. 

38 Rules concerning such prosecution might have been mentioned (or implied) else
where, e.g., in regulations concerning the legal status of metics and foreigners. 
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woman. And perhaps Euthyphro too could have brought suit on 
behalf of his day-laborer. 

There is no evidence anywhere, however, that homicide prosecu
tion was available to anyone who wished. The right and duty to 
prosecute lay with family members and were normally the concern 
of no one else. When someone other than the relatives wished to have 
a homicide suit brought, he persuaded (perhaps bribed) a relative to 
bring it (Ant. 6, Dem. 21.104). Moreover, it was up to the family 
members (if these survived) to pardon a killer (IGP115,lines 13-16), 
and if the family reached a monetary settlement with the killer before 
a trial (Dem. 58.28-29, see above), it is very unlikely that anyone 
else could prosecute. In short, prosecution for homicide was reserved 
for the relatives of the victim; others were expected not to prosecute. 
In the absence of relatives, however, a non-relative (perhaps some
one specially close to the victim) might bring a suit. The law does not 
explicitly state this, nor does it cover every possible contingency. But 
by attending to the implicit as well as the explicit sense of the law and 
by treating the evidence of Dem. 47 with some care, we can accept 
this plausible conclusion as consistent with all the evidence. 

II 'A , 
• £1. 7TaYWYTJ 

Both MacDowell (130-40) and Hansen (99-108) have recently 
examined the use of a different procedure, apagoge or 'summary 
arrest', in the prosecution of killers, and both divide the evidence 
into four basic types. 39 Beyond this, however, they disagree sharply, 
and the matter thus deserves further discussion. I shall follow 
MacDowell's order (139-40). 

The first type is referred to by the law in Dem. 24.105: "If someone 
is arrested because, having been convicted of mistreating his parents 
or of evading military service, or having been barred by proclamation 
from places specified in the laws, he goes where he must not (Jav OE 

, fJ.......... I , r \ \ "" I '" I 
TLC CX7TCXX TI, TWV YOVEWV KCXKWCEWC ECXI\WKWC TJ CXCTPCXTELCXC TJ 7TpOELpTJP.EVOV 

CXVTC:p TWV v6p.wv ELPYECfJCXL, ELW1v 07TOL p.~ Xpr']) , let the Eleven bind him 
and take him to the Heliaia, and let anyone who wishes of those 
eligible accuse him. And if he is convicted, let the Heliaia assess the 

39 Glotz (425-34) groups apagoge into three categories: against kakourgoi, atimoi and 
non-citizens; but though the first two categories at least are valid for apagoge in general, 
they are not so useful for discussing apagoge in homicide cases. 
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penalty he should suffer or pay, and if he is fined, let him be im
prisoned until he pays." 40 The law does not mention homicide ex
plicitly, but since an accused killer was barred from a number of 
public places by the proclamation of the prosecutor and the archon 
basileus (if. Dem. 20.158), this procedure must apply to publicly 
accused killers (and perhaps to others too). We must note that the 
law is not directed against the crime of homicide per se (nor against 
the crimes of mistreating one's parents or evading military service) 
but against the violation of a ban laid on the person by a legal 
proclamation (or a legal conviction). The law implies that one could 
not use this procedure against someone who had not been banned by 
proclamation (or previous conviction), and this provides significant 
protection for citizens in public places, who could otherwise be 
accused on the spot of being a killer and summarily arrested. 

The second type is described by Demosthenes in his speech Against 
Aristocrates after he has catalogued the five courts before which one 
may bring a homicide case (23.63-79). He then adds that in addition 
there is a sixth form of redress (Ttfl-wp[a): "If one is ignorant of all 
these [forms of redress], or the times in which one must act on each 
of them have passed, or if for any other reason one does not wish 
to prosecute in these ways, and one sees the killer (TOV dVOpoc/JbVOV) 
going about in sacred places and in the agora, he is allowed to arrest 
( d7T<xYELv) him and take him to jail ... And after being arrested he will 
not suffer anything in jail before his trial, but if convicted will be 
sentenced to death; whereas if [the prosecutor] does not win one
fifth of the votes, he will be fined a thousand drachmas." 

Hansen (100-01) and others take this passage as evidence for a 
so-called d7Taywyt, c/JbVOV, but we must be cautious. First, this is not 
the text of a law but Demosthenes' description of a procedure. In this 
speech he has been trying to find legal provisions relating to homicide 
which Aristocrates has contravened in passing his special decree, and 
he introduces any relevant procedures he can find. Ifwe keep in mind 
that he (like all orators) may be tailoring the legal evidence to fit his 
needs, our suspicions may be raised by the first clause I have quoted. 
Could someone really be ignorant of the regular procedure and yet 
know how to proceed by means of apagoge? It seems unlikely. 
Demosthenes' second reason may have more validity, since homicide 

40 Cj. Dem. 24.60, where there is apparently a reference to this law. 
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suits were not allowed during the last three months of the year,41 but 
the suspicion remains nonetheless that one would normally have no 
good reason to prosecute an ordinary homicide case by apagoge rather 
than by a SlK7] c/>ovov. 

We should note that Demosthenes' description of this procedure 
includes the requirement that the killer be found in certain public 
places. Thus it seems that in this type of apagoge, as in the first type, 
the killer is not arrested for the homicide itself but for the crime of 
being in certain sacred or public places, and this public crime, not the 
homicide, apparently provides the justification for employing a public 
procedure against the criminal. This similarity between these two 
types of apagoge raises the question whether they really are separate 
types. Ifwe consider each case carefully, keeping in mind the nature 
of the evidence, we find that the apparent differences between them 
can be reduced, if not completely eliminated.42 

First, although the penalty in the first case is said in the law to be 
assessed by the jury, in 23.80 Demosthenes states that the offender 
who is convicted is punished by death. However, Demosthenes' 
words are not a direct statement of the law, and they need not mean 
that the law explicitly assigned the death penalty.43 The penalty in 
most other cases of apagoge was decided by the jury, and this may also 
have been true in cases Demosthenes has in mind. But we should 
expect the jury to vote the death penalty regularly in serious cases,44 
and thus Demosthenes may be stating the regular though not the 
legally required penalty. 

The second difference is that the law in Dem. 24.105 states that a 
proclamation must have been made against anyone arrested for 
being in a place from which he is barred, but Demosthenes in 23.80 
does not mention this requirement. It may be that he is simply 
ignoring the requirement in order to make this procedure appear 

41 The statement in Lys. 13.83 that there was no statute of limitations for homicide 
cases is supported by the case in Ant. 1, which must have been prosecuted many years after 
the victim's death. 

42 Glotz (428~29) considers both of these to be examples of the same type of apagoge 
(against atimoi), but he does not discuss these apparent differences. 

43 Hansen (100) takes Demosthenes' words as a statement oflaw (i.e., that the death 
sentence is legally required), but he is aware (10 I) of the apparent anomaly such a legal 
requirement might produce. 

44 Cf Ant. 5, where the defendant expects, if convicted, to be sentenced to death, though 
the jury will decide the sentence (see below). 
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completely separate from the regular homicide procedure. He is not 
giving a precise statement of the law and is thus free to include what
ever details he wishes. Or it may be that a killer could be arrested by 
apagoge without a proclamation if certain other conditions were met. 
We shall return to this possibility shortly. 

Thirdly, Demosthenes in 23.80 includes the information that a 
prosecutor will be fined if he does not receive enough votes; this is a 
common feature of the procedure of apagoge,45 but it is not men
tioned in the law in 24.105. The provision quoted from 24.105, 
however, is given there together with part of the law on theft for the 
clear purpose of providing examples of imprisonment for the non
payment of fines. There is no need for Demosthenes to cite the whole 
of either law. Thus we cannot say that the provision cited in 24.105 
is incompatible with the law he refers to in 23.80, either on this score 
or in any other way; the two passages refer to the same or very 
similar types of apagoge. 

The third type is straightforward: anyone in exile for homicide 46 
who returned to Attica could be killed on the spot or arrested by 
apagoge (Dem. 23.28). This provision was part of Drakon's homicide 
law,47 and as in the preceding cases it is directed against the crime of 
being in a place from which one is prohibited, not against the homi
cide itself. And although this third type applies to banishment by 
judicial sentence rather than by proclamation (as does the law in 
24.105 in part), it is essentially similar in motivation and effect to the 
first two. 

The similarity among these three types suggests that we pause a 
moment and askjust what we mean when we talk of 'types' or 'forms' 
of apagoge. We expect a law code to classify and categorize different 
types of procedures, but did the Athenian laws in fact contain such 
classifications? Did they have a law or group of laws systematically 
presenting all the different conditions for bringing an apagoge? The 
evidence indicates some variation in Athenian practice: there seems 
at least originally to have been one law on eisangelia stating all the 
offenses for which the procedure could be used (if. Hyp. Eux. 7-8); 
on the other hand, Demosthenes cites two quite different and appar-

45 See M. H. Hansen, Eisangelia (Odense 1975) 29 n.6, for references. 
46 Hansen (107-08) gives full particulars concerning exile for homicide. 
47 It probably occupied lines 30-31 of IG J2 115; see R. S. Stroud, Drakon's Law on 

Homicide (Berkeley 1968) 54-56. 
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endy separate laws on the procedure of probole (21.8-11). Which 
pattern did the laws on apagoge follow? 

It seems clear from the evidence thus far discussed that the laws 
on apagoge were not presented systematically. One provision (Dem. 
23.28), as we have seen, formed part of Drakon's homicide law and 
in its original version may have been followed by a brief description 
of the procedure of apagoge. 48 The other law (Dem. 24.105) is quite 
different in form: it does not state that apagoge is allowed in certain 
cases 49 but prescribes a procedure to be followed in certain cases 
when an apagoge is used. It must also be later in time. 50 Thus these 
two provisions must have been inscribed in separate parts of the 
Athenian laws, and this implies that there was no systematic treat
ment of apagoge in the laws but only scattered references to the 
procedure. There is no evidence, moreover, that the term &7Tlxywy~ 
</>ovov was ever used in the laws; the term in fact is a misnomer, since 
in these cases the apagoge is, as we have seen, not directed against the 
crime of homicide per se. Apagoge, in other words, was an old legal 
procedure applicable to a variety of public offenses, including being 
found in a public place from which one was barred because of an 
accusation or a conviction for homicide. We can trace a basic simi
larity among the various applications of the procedure, but there is no 
indication of any systematic account of apagoge in the Athenian laws. 

The fourth type of apagoge we must consider involves the arrest of a 
person specifically for the act of homicide by means of an &7Tlxywy~ 
KaKo";pywV. This is the case of Euxitheus, accused of killing Herodes 
in Ant. 5.51 We have only the defendant's speech, in which he asserts 
(5.8-19) that he ought to have been prosecuted by a SLK'y] </>ovov rather 
than by an &7Taywy~ KaKo";pywv.52 Bearing in mind that the claim 

48 There is room in lines 31-33 of the inscription for only a brief description of the 
procedure of apagoge; or, of course, the line~ may have contained something quite different. 

49 It is very unlikely that the provision in 24.105 was preceded by a statement that apagoge 
was allowed in these cases,since in that case there would be no need to repeat the list of cases. 

50 The ypcxc/>~ KCXKWCEWC YOV€Wv is certainly no older than Solon; see also supra n.4. 
51 The fact that Euxitheus was arrested by endeixis and then prosecuted by apagoge is of 

no significance for our purpose. Hansen (9-28) is right to see the two as essentially parts 
of the same procedure. 

52 The category of kakourgoi normally designated 'common criminals'-thieves, high
waymen, footpads and the like. The only explicit evidence besides Ant. 5 that a killer 
could be included in this legal category is a rather vague statement in Lex.Seg. 250.5-7, 
which by itself is of little value (if. MacDowell 135). Aeschines in 1.91 does not (pace 
Hansen) say that killers are kakourgoi; see infra n.60. 
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that the prosecutor is employing the wrong procedure may have been 
fairly common in Athenian courts (if. Dem. 2l.25-28, Hyp. Lye. 12), 
how are we to evaluate Euxitheus' assertion? Certain points in his 
argument seem very likely to be true. First, he claims (5.9-10) that 
this is the first time anyone in Athens 53 has been prosecuted for 
homicide by an a1Taywy~ KaK01JpywV and that the prosecution justified 
this procedure by maintaining that "surely homicide is a great 
wrongdoing" (TO yE a1TOKTELVEtV JLEya KaKOVPYYJJLa ElvaL). Since killers 
were almost certainly not explicitly included in the law on a1Taywy~ 
KaKovpywv,54 it is plausible that the prosecution made precisely this 
argument based on a non-technical sense of KaKovPYYJJLa. And if they 
did use this argument, then they were probably presenting a novel or 
relatively novel claim; otherwise there would be no need to argue for 
the inclusion of killers in the provisions of the law. 

According to Euxitheus the prosecution used another argument to 
justify their unusual procedure, namely that he would have left 
Athens before his trial (as any defendant in a dike was allowed to do) 
if prosecuted by means ofa SLKYJ cPovov (5.13). We have no reason to 
doubt that the prosecution did in fact make this point, and indeed it 
provides one likely reason (there may have been others) why they 
did not use the ordinary SLKYJ cP0vov in this case. Euxitheus was a 
Mytilenean and therefore was more likely than an Athenian to flee 
Athens before or during his trial. There is no evidence, however, that 
before this case it was already established de iure or de faeto that an 
a1Taywy~ KaKovPYwV could be rightly employed against foreigners (or 
any other group) accused of homicide. Indeed, were it a previously 
established legal procedure, Euxitheus probably would not have 
agreed to come to Athens voluntarily (5.93). 

The fact that the Eleven allowed the case against Euxitheus to 
proceed is of little significance; 55 they may have had considerable 
leeway in such decisions, and they would have set only a weak 
precedent (if any) for future officials. We know nothing, moreover, 
of the jury's reaction to the arguments.56 All we can say is that in this 

53 I do not think the expression ov8dc . .. TWV £V Til yfi TavTn is deliberately ambiguous, 
as many maintain. Euxitheus could hardly hope to deceive· the jury concerning his own 
status; see Hansen 106--07. 

54 See Hansen 46-47. 
55 Cj. MacDowell 137. 
56 If the facts in the case were more or less as Euxitheus presents them (a risky assump

tion, to be sure), it seems likely that he would have been acquitted on the facts, no matter 
what the jurors thought of the procedural question. 
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one case, at least, the procedure of &1T(xywy~ KaKovpywV was used to 
prosecute a homicide. 

As in the preceding cases of apagoge, the penalty, though assessed 
by the jury, would probably be death. Euxitheus does, it is true, 
distinguish his situation from that of someone prosecuted by a 8tK'f} 
cfo6vov, where the penalty would automatically be death (5.10), but 
he is here trying to emphasize the difference between the two pro
cedures, and he elsewhere (e.g. 5.16, 5.59) expects that if convicted 
he will be executed. The significant difference between this case and 
the other instances of apagoge discussed above is that Euxitheus is 
arrested and tried for the homicide itself, and the factor of being in 
some public place which he ought to avoid is absent. 

In sum, the employment of apagoge in homicide cases falls into two 
basic categories: first where the offense is in fact the violation of some 
debarment resulting from a homicide, and secondly where the killer 
is considered a kakourgos. We must now decide into which category (if 
either?) we should put the prosecution of Agoratus (Lys. 13), the 
other surviving speech from a homicide case prosecuted by an 
apagoge. Hansen (101-02) and others maintain that the prosecution 
of Agoratus is an (hraywy~ KaKovpywV; MacDowell (131-33) and 
others that it is a so-called cl7raywY1J cPbVOV, such as Demosthenes 
describes in 23.80. The difficulty with the former view is that the 
prosecutor never asserts that Agoratus is a kakourgos, as we would 
expect him to; the difficulty with the latter is that the prosecutor 
never specifically accuses Agoratus of appearing where he should not. 

An additional factor, which has been taken as support by both 
sides, is that when Dionysius arrested Agoratus, the Eleven made him 
add the words br' atrrocPwPcp to the writ of apagoge (13.85-87). Why 
did they demand this insertion? What, moreover, do the words 
mean? To begin with, it is clear that the prosecutor applies the 
phrase to Agoratus' act of killing and not to his arrest; 57 moreover, 
Agoratus was clearly arrested several years after the victim's death. 
Thus the translation 'caught in the act' is accurate only if we under
stand this phrase in a sense broad enough to mean that the killer was 
observed, but not necessarily arrested, in the act of killing. 58 But 
why was it important that the homicide in this case be observed or 

57 See, e.g., 13.85: EOtKEV [sc. Agoratus] oILoAoYEiv a1ToKTEivat IL~ £1T' aVTocpwpl.fJ 81. 
58 MacDowell's 'manifestly' is a more accurate rendering of £1T' aVTOCPWpl.fJ in Lys. 13, 

but does not indicate the different use of the phrase in other contexts (where it can 
mean 'arrested in the act'). 
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manifest? In discussing Dem. 23.80 we noted that the procedure 
there may not have included a formal proclamation against the 
killer as does the apagoge mentioned in Dem. 24.105. To prevent 
abuse it would be plausible, where there was no formal proclamation, 
for the procedure to be restricted to use against those 'caught in the 
act' -that is, those clearly seen committing the homicide. This 
restriction would prevent someone from arresting a person merely 
suspected of homicide or only indirectly involved, such as the choregus 
in Ant. 6. 59 True, Agoratus did not kill anyone with his own hands 
(al)7·oXELplf!.), but the expression €7T' aVTocpwpCfJ could arguably be 
stretched to cover cases like Agoratus' denunciations, which were 
public and manifest. Thus the Eleven's insistence on the insertion of 
the words €7T' aVTocpwpCfJ in' the writ of apagoge is plausible on the 
assumption that this was a prosecution of the sort described in Dem. 
23.80, whereas there would apparently be no need for these words in 
a prosecution for homicide by means of a7Taywy~ KaKovpywV.60 

Certainly the prosecutor in Ant. 5 could not have charged Euxitheus 
with killing €7T' aVTocpwpCfJ.61 

59 This consideration, together with the fact that the prosecution would risk losing 1000 
drachmas, adequately explains the fact that the prosecution in Ant. 6 did not use apagoge. 
Hansen's conclusion (102-03) that the procedure did not yet exist is quite unwarranted. 

60 Hansen argues (52) that br' a?JTo</>cfJpcp is "a characteristic of &1Taywy~ KaKovpywV in 
contrast to other forms of apagoge and to all forms of endeixis," but in order to reach this 
conclusion he misinterprets the crucial evidence of Aes. 1.90-91 : [If this man is acquitted, 
then] 8E8€IKral </>av€pa o8oc, 81' 7jc ol Ta p.EYlcTa KaKovpyoVVT€C &1TO</>€V~OvTal. rlc yap 11 rwv 

AW1T08vTWV 11 TWV KA€1TTWV 11 TWV P.OIXWV 11 TWV &v8po</>ovwv 11 rwv Ta p.EYlcTa p.tv &8IKOVVTWV, 
Aa8p~ 8t rovTo 1TparroVTwv, 8cfJc€1 8lK'f}v; Ka~ yap TOVrWV o{ p.tv ;'1T' a?Jro</>cfJpcp aAOVT€C, ;'av 

OP.OAOYWCI, 1Tapaxpfjp.a 8avarcp '''Ip.IOVVTal, O{ at Aa8oVT€C Ka, £~apvol Y€VOP.€VOI KplvOVTal £V 
Toic aIKaCT"IploIC. Although Aeschines may be referring in part to the procedure of &1Tayw~ 
KaKovpywV, as a similar passage in Aristotle (Ath.Pol. 52.1) indicates, he does not say 
explicitly or even imply that adulterers, killers and ol Ta p.EYlcra &8IKOVVT€C are all legally 
classified as kakourgoi. Indeed this would make little sense with respect to the last group. 
Aristotle, moreover, omits these three groups and includes only the traditional kinds of 
kakourgoi. Finally, as Hansen himself admits (52), Aeschines' evidence indicates that trials 
by &1TaywYl] KaKovpywV could take place without any claim that the defendant was caught 
;'1T' a?Jro</>cfJpcp, and to assume a legal change in the time between Lys. 13 and Aes. I is to 
isolate the earlier case as without parallel. 

61 Hansen would maintain that since in Ant. 5 apagoge was preceded by endeixis and ;'1T' 

a?Jro</>cfJpcp is never associated with _ixis, the restricting phrase was not required in this 
case. But in view of his own conclusion (correct, in my opinion) that apagoge and endeixis 
are essentially parts of the same procedure (if. supra n.51), this explanation seems unlikely. 
If this were the case, moreover, then Dionysius could simply have proceeded against 
Agoratus by means of endeixis first, thereby eliminating the need to insert £1T' a?Jro</>cfJpcp in 
the writ. 
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But if this is so, why does the prosecutor not emphasize Agoratus' 
appearing in public? It may be that there is so little doubt that 
Agoratus had appeared in public and so little concern that he would 
try to deny this point in his defense that the prosecutor does not 
think it worth mentioning. This might indicate that the kind of 
prosecution by apagoge described by Demosthenes in 23.80, though 
originally directed against the crime of a killer's appearing in public, 
came to be treated as in effect a prosecution for the homicide itself. 
This explanation of Lys. 13 seems to me possible and certainly more 
plausible than one which sees the case as an (hraywy~ KaKovPYwV, but 
it remains speculative; there may have been other considerations, 
legal or political, which affected the presentation of the case in ways 
we cannot imagine. It is generally accep~ed that the reason for 
prosecuting Agoratus by means of apagoge was that all SLKaL cpovov 
were prohibited by the amnesty of 403/2 unless the homicide was 
committed aVTOX€LpLct (Ath.Pol. 39.5) ; 62 perhaps personal or political 
motives led the Eleven to insist on the addition of br' aiiTocpwpCf! to the 
writ. But without further evidence the most likely conclusion is that 
Lys. 13 is an example of the kind of apagoge mentioned in Dem. 23.80, 
and that the prerequisite for prosecution by this means was either a 
public proclamation against the killer or a statement that the killing 
had been public and manifest. 

In sum, an a7Taywy~ KaKovPYwV was brought in a homicide case at 
least once, but perhaps only once; it may have been considered an 
improper procedure by most Athenians. The use of apagoge against 
killers who appeared in public places, on the other hand, was ap
parently regarded as proper, though to our knowledge it was only 
used when special considerations made the use of an ordinary 8LWf} 
cpovov impossible. Thus it is unlikely that the use of apagoge in homi
cide cases ever became common or that the procedure was ever seen 
as fully interchangeable with the 8LWf} cpovov. Certainly we have no 
evidence to suggest that it was ever used in order that someone other 
than the relatives of the victim could prosecute a killer, and in the 
three cases for which we have evidence (Lys. 13, Lyc. 112-13, Ant. 5) 
the prosecution was brought by relatives. This is not a legal restric-

62 Presumably the same reason applies to the prosecution of Menestratus (Lys. 13.56); 
see MacDowell 137-38. Lycurgus' report (l12-13) of the arrest of Phrynichus' killers is 
too sketchy for us to know what procedure was used, but it was probably the same sort of 
apagoge as in Lys. 13; see MacDowell 138-39. 
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tion: the law in Dem. 24.105 (explicitly) and 23.80 (implicitly) 
allows anyone to prosecute by means of an apagoge. But it seems to 
have remained the rule in practice that even in cases of apagoge only 
the relatives (or master) of a homicide victim prosecuted. 

III. The ypacp~ cpovov 

Finally brief mention must be made of the possibility that Athenian 
law allowed a homicide to be prosecuted by a ypacPiJ cP/wov, which 
would (like other graphai) be available to anyone who wished. This 
possibility has been denied by most scholars in this century,63 but 
recently first MacDowell (133-35) and then Hansen (108-12) have 
argued for it. Without going into details, which are well presented 
by these scholars, let me note that Hansen's rejection (111) of 
MacDowell's argument is now approved by MacDowell himself,64 
who in turn rejects Hansen's view. I fully agree with MacDowell 65 

that "the fact that the graphe procedure was used for TpavJl-a EK 
7Tpovotac does not prove that it was used for homicide too." There is 
no other evidence for a ypacPiJ cP0vov except for a remark of Pollux 
(8.40), which by itself is oflittle value. And there is, I think, a strong 
argument ex silentio against it: not only is the general absence of 
reference to this procedure significant, but it is almost inconceivable 
that in his survey of the various types of homicide courts and pro
cedures (23.65-80) Demosthenes would omit mention of a ypacPiJ 
cP0vov if it existed.66 We should thus reject the theory that there ever 
existed a ypacPiJ cP0vov in Athens. 

To sum up briefly: those who maintain that Athenian homicide 
law absolutely prohibited anyone other than a victim's relatives (or 
master) from prosecuting for his death are overstating the situation, 
since under special circumstances an exception to this general rule 
could be made. On the other hand, those who claim that Athenian 
law left open the possibility that anyone who wished could prosecute 
for homicide, though perhaps correct in a technical sense, are present
ing a misleading picture. To the extent that the laws gave precise 

63 For references see Hansen 108. 
64 CR N.S. 28 (1978) 175. 
65 Ibid. 
66 The fact that a 'Ypa</;~ </;6vov would be tried by the Areopagus would be no reason not 

to include it as an additional tiTTIfJria either before or after the discussion of apagoge in 23.80. 
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information on the subject-and this extent was not so great as many 
scholars assume-they indicated that prosecution for homicide was 
up to the victim's relatives (or master). To the extent that the laws 
did not cover certain areas or certain special situations, they allowed 
for exceptions to the rule. But the rule itself persisted, and as far as 
we can tell, Athenians always considered it a basic feature of a homi
cide prosecution that it should be brought by the victim's relatives or 
master. 67 
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67 I am grateful to M. H. Hansen and D. M. MacDowell for reading an earlier draft of 
this article. Their criticisms have been extremely helpful. 


